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Abstract

We investigate the effect of stirring conditions on the dissolution of United States Pharmacopoeial Convention (USP)

prednisone calibrator tablets. The experiments are performed in an automated USP-II dissolution test apparatus. For

this study we use a special paddle-propeller, which can be changed from an ordinary paddle to either a pulling or

pushing propeller by changing the angle of the paddle blades. According to the dissolution curves obtained we find that

the fastest dissolution, and hence best stirring at a certain stirring frequency, is obtained when the blades of the paddle-

propeller is about �/308. This setting corresponds to a pushing, downward flow in the centre of the vessel. We show that

the shape of the dissolution curves is similar to that expected from a mix of two different fractions of particles, provided

that the stirring is sufficiently intense: one fraction, approximately 60 wt.%, with small particles, and one fraction with

large particles. The weight of a large particle is about 100�/250 times that of a small. We derive a mathematical

expression, based on the cube root law, for the dissolution curves. The expression is fitted to the experimental

dissolution curves to investigate the variation of key parameters with stirring and temperature.

# 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dissolution analyses have emerged to become

one of the fundamental quality tests in the

pharmaceutical industry [1�/3]. In pharmaceutical

production each tablet batch is tested for its

dissolution properties, with the intention that

they should reflect the bioavailability and bioequi-

valence of the drug [2�/4]. For this purpose, the

United States Pharmacopoeial Convention (USP)

has developed compendia concerning dissolution

standards and policies [5].

The dissolution experiments are sensitive to

mechanical and physical�/chemical factors [4,6�/

13]. A typical physical�/chemical factor is tempera-

ture. The size of the dissolving particles is another

important factor, since it reflects the exposed

contact area between liquid and solid. The dis-
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solution rate also depends on drug solubility,

which alone varies according to temperature,

molecular structure, different stable polymorph

forms and particle size. Mechanical factors could

be the position of aliquotation, vibrations, paddle

or vessel shape. The unstirred region underneath

the paddle has also been shown to contribute to

the variability in dissolution [14,15]. Stirring is

thus an important factor for the hydrodynamics,

which controls the drug removal, and hence the

dissolution.

To test and standardise the stirring conditions in

dissolution apparatuses one can use dissolution

calibrator tablets. USP recommends two different

dissolution calibrator tablets: disintegrating (pre-

dnisone tablets) and non-disintegrating/eroding

(salicylic acid tablets) [5]. To increase the method

repeatability the prednisone calibrator tablets are

recommended for USP-II (paddle) apparatuses

[16,17]. Unfortunately, several collaborative stu-

dies have shown that different lots of the pre-

dnisone calibrator tablets possess different

dissolution behaviour [18�/22]. This is thus a factor

that must be taken into account at the calibration.

In this paper we investigate the effects of

varying the stirring conditions in the automated

dissolution test apparatus ACDRA [23,24], which

is used for in-process control (IPC) of the dissolu-

tion properties of numerous intermediates at

AstraZeneca Tablet Production Sweden (TPS).

For this purpose we use a specially designed

paddle-propeller, which can be changed from a

paddle to either a pulling or a pushing propeller.

By varying the angle of the paddle blades and the

stirring frequency, we investigate the effect of

different stirring conditions on the dissolution

curve of the USP prednisone calibrator tablets.

In addition to the safety aspects of the dissolu-

tion test, there is also a theoretical interest in

understanding the dissolution process. The frac-

tion dissolved determined from an in vitro dis-

solution process of a disintegrating tablet has

contributions from many sources [2�/4]:

�/ Initial mechanical lag, e.g. the time it takes for

the dissolved substance to reach the detector.

�/ Wetting of the tablet surface.

�/ Penetration of the solvent into the tablet.

�/ Disintegration of the tablet into granules and
primary particles.

�/ Deaggregation, e.g. splitting of clustered parti-

cles.

�/ Dislodgement and occlusion of some particles.

A variety of theoretical dissolution models have

been developed to take all these events into

account, and to predict the dissolution behaviour

[2,3]. The first mathematical expression of a

dissolution process was the Noyes�/Whitney equa-

tion, which describes the dissolution process

according to a diffusion-controlled dissolution

process [25]. Thirty years later the cube root law

was formulated, and it accounted for the decreas-

ing area of the particles during the dissolution

process [26,27]. In the present paper we show that,

even with intense stirring, the cube root law cannot

account for the dissolution profile of the predni-

sone calibrator tablets. This was not what we

initially expected. However, if one assumes that

there are (at least) two types or particles in the

tablets*/for instance small (rapidly dissolving)

and large (slowly dissolving)*/then it is possible

to account for the shape of the dissolution curve.

We derive an expression that can be fit to the

dissolution curve, and investigate if the parameters

in the expression vary as expected with stirring and

temperature.

2. Experimental

Unless otherwise stated each dissolution test

was performed on two calibrator tablets at

32.0 8C in a 0.050 M phosphate buffer with pH

6.8, using a specially designed paddle-propeller to

vary the stirring conditions. Our experimental

conditions thus deviate from the recommended

procedure with water as a medium, at 37 8C, using

an ordinary paddle at 50 rpm. However, from a

preliminary study we found that with the selected

conditions, the dissolution where more sensitive to

the stirring conditions and the properties of the

calibrator tablets*/which are of interest in this

paper.
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2.1. Materials

The dissolution experiments were conducted in a

0.050 M aqueous phosphate buffer with pH 6.8.

The phosphate buffer was automatically prepared

by the ACDRA (cf. below) by mixing 70 wt.%

0.086 M Na2HPO4 phosphate solution and 30

wt.% hydrochloric acid solution, according to

standardised procedures at AstraZeneca TPS.
The experiments were performed on USP pre-

dnisone calibrator tablets (10 mg, disintegrating

type), lot N [5] (Promochem AB, Sweden). The

calibrator tablets, which are hygroscopic, where

stored dry (and dark), because under excess

humidity the tablets hardens and the dissolution

becomes slower [28]. The repeatability of the

dissolution of different lots of prednisone tablets
differs. The relative within-a-lot variation of pre-

dnisone calibrator tablets has been shown to be

between 0.4 and 10.0% [16]. Since no data on the

repeatability of lot N was found in literature, we

estimated it by repeated experiments.

2.2. Dissolution test

The experiments were performed with the AC-
DRA dissolution test apparatus [23,24], manufac-

tured by GötaLab, Sweden. The ACDRA

apparatus is an automated version of the USP-II

dissolution apparatus, with ER/ES-compliant soft-

ware developed by AstraZeneca TPS. It is used for

IPC dissolution tests of various intermediates at

AstraZeneca TPS. The concentration of predni-

sone, released from the calibrator tablets, was
measured by UV absorbance at 242 nm, using a

Varian Cary 50 UV-Vis spectrophotometer

equipped with a flow cell (light path�/10.0 mm)

[29]. The flux to the flow cell was continuous and

such that it took some 5�/6 s to replace about 80%

of the content in the cell with new solution from

the dissolution vessel. The probe used for aliquo-

tation had a diameter of approximately 2 mm and
a length of approximately 20 mm. It was located

halfway between liquid surface and the vessel

bottom, and about halfway between the vessel

wall and the paddle shaft. With this size and

location, the probes effect on the dissolution

process should be negligible [30�/32], which we

also have verified (unpublished data). The absor-
bance was measured once every 30 s during 60

min. The contribution to the absorbance from

small particles (turbidity) was removed by an

extrapolated linear baseline correction in the

spectrum as described elsewhere [24]. The reduced

(background-corrected) absorbance was used to

calculate the amount of dissolved prednisone using

the Beer�/Lambert law (Ared�/c �/mprednisone) [33],
with the constant determined from a calibration.

The dissolution medium was not deaerated [34,35].

To our experience few (or no) bubbles occurred on

the particle surfaces, hence deaeration was not

necessary.

The fraction dissolved (F ) was given in percent

of the nominal content of the tablets (2�/10 mg).

Since the true content varies slightly, the fraction
dissolved at the end of the dissolution tests (with

intense stirring) was in the range 98�/102%, and

not exactly 100%.

Each dissolution experiment was performed

according to the following procedure, all of which

occur automatically according to macros: (a)

Wash the vessel and the flow cell (with water

purified by reversed osmosis). (b) Fill the vessel
and flow cell with dissolution medium. (c) Heat

this solution to the proper temperature (usually

32.0 8C) under stirring. (d) Manual addition of

two USP calibrator tablets and start of the

analysis. (e) Measure the absorbance at 242 nm,

and at every 10th nm in the range 350�/550 nm.

Perform the background correction and calculate

the fraction dissolved. Repeat this every 30 s for 1
h. (f) Empty the vessel and wash with water twice.

(g) Heat the second portion of water to 57 8C
under constant stirring, and empty. (h) An analy-

tical record is generated. Results stored in data-

base. (i) The system is ready for the next analysis.

2.3. Paddle-propeller construction

To investigate the effect of going from paddle
stirring to propeller stirring we used a specially

designed paddle-propeller in this study*/see Fig.

1. The paddle-propeller consisted of two paddle

blades, which independently could be twisted and

fixed at various angles. It was thus possible to

continuously adjust the paddle-propeller from
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sucking flow (blade angle B/0, upward flow in the

centre of the vessel), to paddle flow (blade angle�/

0), to pushing flow (blade angle �/0, downward

flow in the centre of the vessel). The blade angles

were measured with a goniometer and could be set

to within 9/38. The paddle-propeller was adjusted

vertically so that the lower edge of the blades was
approximately 17 mm above the bottom of the

vessel. The size (length) of the blades was adjusted,

in an attempt to balance the upward and down-

ward flow of solution, in the following way: when

stirring, the sweep-volume (the volume swept by

the blades in the paddle position) was approxi-

mately equal to the free volume between the

sweep-volume and the inside of the vessel. Finally,
we like to emphasise that the paddle-propeller

should not be compared with a marine propeller,

which possesses skewed blades.

2.4. Curve fitting

2.4.1. The dissolution rate

As a simple measure of the rate, of dissolution

under different experimental conditions, the soft-
ware calculated (by a linear least-squares fit) the

slope of the dissolution curve in the range F�/20�/

50% dissolved. The slope of the best-fit we define

as the (dissolution) rate. An example of such a fit is

given in Fig. 2. Notice that the dissolution curve is

fairly linear in this region.

2.4.2. Non-linear least squares fitting

The rates determined from the initial slope of
the dissolution curves are only observed constants,

which are difficult to interpret in detail. In order to

understand why the dissolution curve varies with

stirring and temperature, it was necessary to fit an

extended version of the cube root law [26] to the

whole dissolution curve. This was performed with

a non-linear least-squares fit routine written in

MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., USA). The rou-

tine is based on the Levenberg�/Marquardt mini-

misation method and is able to fit a defined
function, with non-linear parameter dependence,

to a specified dataset.

3. Experiments and results

3.1. Experimental repeatability

To investigate the method and tablet repeat-

ability we analysed one, two and four prednisone

calibrator tablets in separate dissolution experi-

ments. Six replicates were conducted for each
number of tablets. The dissolution tests were

performed in 0.050 M aqueous phosphate buffer

with pH 6.8 at 37.0 8C with 55 rpm paddle

stirring. The fraction dissolved was measured after

5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 min. We found that the

standard deviation (S.D.) of the fraction dissolved

was essentially the same during the whole dissolu-

tion process. For one tablet the S.D. was sF �/

6.1%-units, for two tablets it was sF �/4.4%-units,

and for four tablets it was sF �/2.2%-units.

If the variation in the dissolution curve is due

only to varying properties of the tablets the

repeatability should be proportional to 1/�n ,

where n is the number of tablets analysed. The

Fig. 1. Cartoon of the paddle-propeller. The paddle-propeller

consists of two paddle blades, which independently can be

twisted and fixed at various angles. Dimensions are in mm.

Fig. 2. Best least squares fit of a linear polynomial (hatched

line) to the fraction dissolved in the range F�/20�/50% (open

diamonds) of the experimental dissolution profile (solid line) of

prednisone calibrator tablets. The stirring frequency was 65

rpm and the blade angle 308 (pushing, downward flow in the

centre of the vessel).
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repeatability of four tablets is thus better than
expected from the one-tablet and two-tablet re-

peatability. This indicates that additional factors

improve the repeatability when four tablets are

analysed. By visual inspection we noticed that with

four tablets the shape of the pile of powder under

the paddle was more repeatable. With four tablets,

the powder pile thus exposes a more constant area,

which probably explains the additional improve-
ment in repeatability [9,14]. Notice that in the rest

of this study we analysed two tablets in each

experiment*/although the stirring in many cases

was so intense that all material swirled around in

the vessel.

There was no significant difference between the

average dissolution curves of one, two, and four

tablets. According to the Noyes�/Whitney equa-
tion [25], cf. Eq. (1) below, this indicates that we

are working under sink conditions (cf. below).

3.2. Stirring with the paddle-propeller

The study was conducted with two prednisone

calibrator tablets in each experiment. The stirring

frequencies where 50, 65, 80, 95, and 110 rpm, with

the blade angles �/75, �/60, �/45, �/30, �/15, 0,

15, 30, 45, 60 and 758. As a measure of the effect of
stirring on the dissolution, we used the slope of the

dissolution curve in the range F�/20�/50% dis-

solved, that is the dissolution rate*/see Fig. 2.

The results are given as numbers in Table 1 and

as a contour plot in Fig. 3. It is quite clear from

Fig. 3 that the fastest dissolution, at a certain

stirring rate, is obtained when the blade angle is in

the range 15�/458 with a pushing (downward) flow

in the centre of the vessel. This indicates that in

this range of blade angles we have the best

agitation at a certain stirring frequency*/which,

without any hydrodynamic calculations, is what
one may expect. In a previous study of similar type

[36], the authors found that the ordinary paddle

resulted in the shortest mixing time of the liquid in

the vessel. Shorter mixing times indicate better

stirring in the vessel, and hence faster dis-

solution*/in contradiction with our result. How-

ever, in that study the authors used an ordinary

paddle and some marine propellers. The latter
have different hydrodynamics than our paddle-

propeller (less turbulence for instance), so the

results are not completely comparable.

4. Interpretation of the dissolution curves

In this section we make an attempt to under-

stand the dissolution mechanisms that are respon-

Table 1

The dissolution rate at different stirring frequencies and blade angles

Stirring (rpm) Blade angle (8)

�/75 �/60 �/45 �/30 �/15 0 15 30 45 60 75

50 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 4.9 7.0 5.8 1.6 0.3

65 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.9 3.2 3.3 11.2 10.8 11.2 8.2 3.1

80 0.2 0.4 5.8 6.5 8.7 11.6 13.5 14.7 13.1 10.9 7.9

95 0.2 2.8 10.5 13.2 14.2 16.0 15.5 14.7 14.1 13.1 10.7

110 5.1 7.4 16.2 17.2 16.3 17.4 15.7 14.5 13.7 14.6 13.5

The rate is given in % min�1.

Fig. 3. Contour plot of the observed rate vs. the stirring

frequency (y -axis) and the blade angle (x -axis). The black dots

indicate the area where the stirring was sufficient for Eqs. (8a),

(8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) to describe the experimental

dissolution curves.
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sible for the variation seen in Fig. 3. Therefore, we
shall review some of the basic papers on dissolu-

tion.

4.1. The Noyes�/Whitney equation

The fundamental law concerning the rate at

which solids dissolve ‘in their own solutions’ is the

Noyes�/Whitney equation [25] published in 1897.

The equation states that the rate of concentration

change at any instant (dC/dt) is proportional to

the difference between the concentration (C ) and

the solubility (CS), that is

dC

dt
�k(CS�C): (1)

The conditions set to derive this equation cause

some restrictions for the expression. For practical

work with pharmaceutical tablets, an important
restriction is the assumption of a constant area (a)

of the solid in contact with the solution. Another is

the assumption about sufficiently intense stirring.

In the derivation it was also assumed that the

concentration at the particle surface is equal to the

solubility (CS).

If the stirring is sufficiently intense, the rate-

limiting process of the dissolution is, in many
cases, the diffusive transport of the solute from a

thin film of saturated solution, at the solid, into

the bulk [4]. In this case the rate constant (k ) is

given by [37]

k8
Da

hV
; (2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient (normal to the

solid surface) of the solute in the saturated solvent,

h is the thickness of the diffusion layer outside the

solid surface (the ‘stagnant layer’), and V is the

volume of the solvent. The stagnant layer is a

result of a simple two-state model where two types

of molecular flux (from the particle surface, along
the surface normal, into the bulk) are consider-

ed*/diffusive (near the surface) and convective (in

the bulk liquid). The thickness of the stagnant

layer (h ) can, therefore, be thought of as the

(hypothetical) distance were the diffusive flux, of

molecules dissolved at the surface, becomes smal-

ler than the convective flux [37]. This implies, for
instance, that an increased stirring results in a

reduction of the thickness of the stagnant layer.

Since the stagnant layer is a result of a simplifica-

tion, its exact thickness (h ) is of little interest.

According to some experimental studies the thick-

ness of the stagnant layer seems to be in the range

h :/30�/60 mm, or so [38�/42], under ordinary

stirring conditions. If the stirring is intense, the
thickness of the stagnant layer is less.

4.2. The cube root law

If one prefers to analyse the full dissolution

curve there are numerous equations to consider

[2,3]. Some of these, for instance the cube root law,

have been derived from simple and reasonable

physical considerations. For the disintegrating

prednisone calibrator tablets, the cube root law

should be a suitable choice. This is because the
tablets rapidly disintegrate (within seconds) into

primary particles of the substance and excipients.

The cube root law, which was derived in 1931 by

Hixson and Crowell [26,27], describes the dissolu-

tion of a solid particle (or a number of identical

particles) in a solvent. By assuming that no, or

little, happened to the shape of particle(s) during

the dissolution, it was possible to account for the
decreasing area of dissolving particles. Under sink

conditions (CS�/C ), the cube root law reads, in

the original notation, [26]

k4(t�tlag)�w
1=3
0 �w1=3: (3)

In Eq. (3) w0 is the initial weight of the particle,

w is the weight of the particle at time t , and k4 is a

rate constant. In Eq. (3) we have added tlag, which

is a lag-time that accounts for initial processes of

the dissolution (for instance tablet disintegration).

As shown in Section 3, we performed our experi-
ments under sink conditions (CS�/C ), and under a

wide range of stirring conditions, some of which

we expect to be sufficiently intense to make

diffusive transport rate-limiting. If diffusive trans-

port is the rate-limiting process of the dissolution,

the rate constant k4 is proportional to
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k48
qr2=3CSD

h
; (4)

where r is the density of the particle, and q its

shape factor [26], defined by

q�
a

v2=3
; (5)

where a and v is the initial area and volume,

respectively, of the particle.

The shape factor in Eq. (5) is easy to calculate

for simple geometries like cubes and spheres. On

the other hand, if there are pores in the surface of a

particle, they increase the area, which according to

Eq. (5) should yield a large shape factor. However,
if the size of a pore is smaller than the thickness of

the stagnant layer, there is no convective flux into

the pore, which thus contains a saturated solution.

The concentration gradient outside this pore will,

therefore, look the same as if there was no pore. In

the spirit of the cube root law, this means that

small pores (B/thickness of stagnant layer) should

be omitted when the area of the particle is
estimated. The area of the particle and the shape

factor can thus be estimated quite correctly by

using simple geometries. For example, a spherical

particle, which has the smallest shape factor,

qsphere:/4.8, whereas a cubical particle has

qcube�/6. For more extended geometries the sur-

face to volume ratio increases, yielding larger

shape factors. For instance, a rod-like particle
with a length that is ten times the diameter of its

circular cross section has qrod:/8.3, and a flake-

like particle with a diameter that is ten times its

thickness has qflake:/10. From these examples we

expect the shape factor to be within the range q :/

5�/10, unless the substance particles are very

extended.

In the derivation of Eqs. (3)�/(5) the following
assumptions were made [26]:

a) The dissolution process is rate-limited by a
diffusion process, which occur normal to the

surface of the particle(s).

b) The particle shape is predominantly spheroid-

like and constant during the dissolution. In

practise this means that the particle has

convex surfaces, and that it is not extremely

extended (otherwise its shape will change too
much during the dissolution).

c) The stirring is sufficiently intense to immedi-

ately distribute the solutes dissolved from the

stagnant layer into the bulk, and that the

stirring affects all surfaces of the particles

equally.

d) All particles have the same shape and initial

weight*/if more than one particle is analysed.
e) Sink conditions, that is CS�/C .

When these assumptions are fulfilled in practise,
the cube root law usually describes the dissolution

process up to about 85% dissolved or more [27].

Deviation from linearity beyond this limit com-

monly originates from differently sized particles

[26,27]. This is because small particles expose by

far larger areas to the solvent compared with

larger particles. Therefore, small particles dissolve

at an earlier stage of the dissolution process, and
large particles dominate towards the end of the

dissolution process.

The original form of the cube root law (Eq. (3))

was derived to yield a linear variation with time.

Today it is more common to present analytical

results as the fraction dissolved (F ) versus time.

Since the dissolution process ends when 100% of

the content have been released, it is simple to
rewrite Eq. (3) into this form if one recognises that

F �100
wdissolved

w0

�100
w0 � w

w0

; (6a)

and hence

w�w0

�
1�

F

100

�
: (6b)

By replacing w in Eq. (3) by the expression in

Eq. (6b) we obtain

k4(t�tlag)�w
1=3
0 �w

1=3
0

�
1�

F

100

�1=3

; (6c)

which we can solve for F , yielding

F �100

�
1�

�
1�

k4(t � tlag)

w
1=3
0

�3�
; (7)

which gives the fraction dissolved (F in %) for a

number of identical solid particles, each having the
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initial weight w0. Eq. (7) is valid in the range 05/

F 5/100. If the calculated value of F B/0, then F

should be set to 0, and if the calculated value of

F �/100, it should be set to 100. In Appendix A we

give an example of a MATLAB function that fulfils

these requirements.

4.3. Fitting the cube root law to dissolution curves

Eq. (7) can be used for non-linear least-squares

curve fitting to experimental dissolution profiles.

In Fig. 4, we show the best-fit of Eq. (7) to the

dissolution profile of two USP prednisone cali-

brator tablets. The stirring frequency was 110 rpm

and the blade angle 08 in order to have sufficiently

intense stirring (which in practise means that all

particles swirl around in the vessel).
As we can see in Fig. 4, the best least-squares fit

of Eq. (7) to the dissolution curve is not very good.

It seems as if the experimentally observed dissolu-

tion is faster than predicted by the cube root law

initially, and slower at the end. This can be verified

if we fit Eq. (7) separately to the initial (0�/2 min)

and final (10�/40 min) parts of the dissolution

curve*/see Fig. 4. The values of the parameters, in

Eq. (7), obtained from the three fits in Fig. 4 are

given in Table 2. Notice that the rate constants

derived at the end and beginning of the dissolution
profile differs by about a magnitude.

It might be somewhat puzzling that the cube

root law can not describe the dissolution curve

better. There could be several explanations:

i) The shape factor (q ) may vary*/see Eq. (5).

However, the rate constant appears to vary by

a factor of 10, or so, which is much more than

we expect from changes in the shape of the

particles (cf. the discussion above).

ii) Another reason could be insufficient stirring.
This is, however, not likely*/the stirring was

intense, and all particles swirled around every-

where in the vessel.

iii) Another cause may be that the dissolution is

not rate limited by the diffusion process.

However, as stated already by Hixson and

Crowell [26], this is actually not necessary*/

the mathematical expression will still look like
Eq. (7), though the interpretation of the rate

constant in Eq. (4) (k4) would be different.

Hixson and Crowell suggested that the most

likely explanation to deviations from the cube root

law is the presence of two types or sizes of

particles. For us this means (at least) two types

or sizes of particles in the prednisone calibrator

tablets*/one fraction of particles with fast release,

and another fraction with a slower release. The
fraction with the fast release must be particles that

are small (small w0) and/or have a large area per

volume (large q ).

4.4. Cube root law for two fractions

Let us, therefore, assume that there are two

types of particles in the USP prednisone calibrator

tablets, namely A- and B-type particles. For each

of them Eq. (7) is valid as long as we have sink

conditions (because then there is no coupling to

the total concentration). Therefore, we have

F �A[QAFA�(1�QA)FB]; (8a)

FA�f1� [1�kA(t�tlag)]3g; (8b)

FB�f1� [1�kB(t�tlag)]3g: (8c)

Here, A is the final amplitude of the dissolution

curve, which we expect to be 100% of the nominal

Fig. 4. Best non-linear least-squares fits of Eq. (7) to various

parts of the experimental dissolution profile (solid line) of

prednisone calibrator tablets. The temperature was 32.0 8C, the

stirring 110 rpm, and the blade angle 08 (paddle). Solid squares:

best-fit to the complete dissolution profile. Open triangles: best-

fit to the initial part (0�/2 min) the dissolution profile. Open

diamonds: best-fit to the final part (10�/40 min) the dissolution

profile.
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content. However, minor variations in the actual

content of the tablets may yield a slightly different

value. QA and QB�/(1�/QA) are the weight frac-
tions of the A- and B-type of particles, respec-

tively. FA and FB are limited to the range 05/FA,

FB5/1, for the same reason as F , in Eq. (7) is

limited to the range 0�/100. In Eqs. (8a), (8b) and

(8c) kA and kB are the rate constants, which are

given by

kA� ç
qA

w
1=3
0A

; (9a)

kB� ç
qB

w
1=3
0B

� ĉkA; (9b)

with the constants given by

ç8
r2=3CSD

h
; (9c)

and

ĉ�
w

1=3
0A

qA

qB

w
1=3
0B

: (9d)

In Eq. (9d) ĉ is a weight�/shape ratio of the A-

particles with respect to the B-particles. All other

parameters have the same meaning as before,

though an A or a B now indexes them. Notice

that in order to derive Eqs. (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d)

we have assumed that the only things that differ

between the two types of particles are their size
and shape. Therefore, the rate-limiting diffusion

process is the same independently of their size and

shape.

The number of unknown parameters in Eqs.

(8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) is quite

small: A , QA, tlag, kA, and ĉ . Of these, it is obvious

from the experimental dissolution curves that the

lag-time (tlag) is essentially zero. Furthermore, the

amplitude (A :/100) is determined from the value

of F as it levels off at the end of the dissolution

process. This means that there are only three truly

unknown parameters to fit. Of these, QA is a

property of the tablets, and we expect it to have

the same value for all tablets (at least if they are

from the same lot). Once QA has been determined,

the only parameters affecting the dissolution

process are the rate constant (kA) and the

weight�/shape ratio of the A- to B-type particles

(ĉ ). The MATLAB function corresponding to Eqs.

(8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) is given in

Appendix B.

In Fig. 5 we show the best-fit of Eqs. (8a), (8b),

(8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) to the same dissolu-

tion curve as in Fig. 4*/as we can see the fit is

much better than the ones in Fig. 4, though it is

not perfect. We believe that the small difference,

between the experimental dissolution curve and

Table 2

Values of the parameters, in Eq. (7), obtained at the three fits in Fig. 4

Part of dissolution curve fitted (min) tlag (min) k4/w0
1/3 (min�1) dY (%-units)a

0�/60 0.0 0.054 6.2

0�/2 0.0 0.093 2.0

10�/40 �/35.7b 0.010 0.8

a Computed S.D. for the difference between the best-fit and the experimental dissolution curve.
b It was necessary to allow the lag-time to be non-zero in order to obtain a reasonable fit.

Fig. 5. Best non-linear least-squares fits of Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c),

(9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) to the experimental dissolution profile

(solid line) of prednisone calibrator tablets. The computed S.D.

for the difference between the best-fit and the experimental

curve (dY ) is about 1.5%-units. Open squares: best-fit to the full

dissolution profile.
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the best-fit, is due to minor variations in the size
and shape within the two sorts (A- and B-type) of

particles, respectively. The numbers derived

should thus be regarded as average properties of

the two fractions. From the best-fit we obtain

QA�/0.60, kA�/0.14 (min�1), and ĉ�/0.17. Since

the dissolution begins immediately the lag-time

was set to 0, and because the curve level off at F�/

97.5% released, the amplitude was set to 97.5
rather than 100. If we assume that the shape of the

A- and B-type particles is approximately the same

(qA:/qB), then ĉ�/0.17 means that w0B/w0A:/200

(see Eq. (9d)). It thus seems as if the prednisone

calibrator tablets contain two sorts of prednisone

particles: approximately 60 wt.% of them are small

and 40 wt.% of them are about 200 times heavier

than the small ones. The small particles may be
splinters and flakes torn off from the large

particles at compaction of the tablets, or occur

already in the substance at granulation.

4.5. Estimating the fraction small particles, QA

As mentioned we expect the fraction of small

particles (QA) to be constant, since it is a property

of the prednisone calibrator tablets. To determine

QA we fitted Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c)

and (9d) to the dissolution profiles obtained at

high stirring frequency (�/80 rpm) and small

positive blade angles. The results from these best-

fits are given in Table 3. Since all dissolution
curves did not show any presence of a lag-time,

and they levelled of at F :/100%, we performed
the fits with tlag�/0 and A�/100. As expected

there was almost no variation in QA*/the relative

standard deviation (R.S.D.) was about 2%. The

small S.D. verifies that QA is constant and a

property of this lot of tablets. Hence we can

conclude that the weight fraction small particles

in the USP prednisone calibrator tablets is QA�/

0.60. Hereafter we lock QA to this value.
In Table 3 we notice that the rate constant kA

and the weight�/shape ratio ĉ vary by about 10 and

5%, respectively. It thus seems as if they depend on

the stirring in some sense. For the rate constant

this is likely an effect of the stirring on the

thickness of the stagnant layer (h ) [37]*/see Eqs.

(9a) and (9c). Another conclusion we can draw is

that Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d)
are able to describe the dissolution curve quite

well*/the computed S.D. for the difference be-

tween the best-fit and the experimental curve (dY )

is about 1%-unit, which should be compared with

the 6.2%-units for original form of the cube root

law in Eq. (7) (see Table 2).

4.6. Effects on the dissolution by stirring

To judge if Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c)

and (9d) together constitute a good model for the

dissolution of prednisone from the calibrator

tablets, one can vary one or several parameters
and check if the response of the model appears to

Table 3

Results from best-fit of Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) to experimental dissolution curves

Stirring (rpm) Blade angle (8) kA (min�1) QA ĉ dY (%-units)a

110 15 0.148 0.612 0.147 1.6

110 30 0.138 0.596 0.163 1.2

110 45 0.140 0.588 0.159 1.4

110 60 0.125 0.595 0.161 1.4

95 15 0.133 0.600 0.168 1.2

95 30 0.130 0.587 0.160 1.4

95 45 0.115 0.628 0.151 1.8

80 15 0.109 0.607 0.168 1.4

Average 0.130 0.602 0.160

S.D. 0.013 0.014 0.007

tlag�/0; A�/100
a Computed S.D. for the difference between the best-fit and the experimental dissolution curve.
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be what one expected. In this section we check how

kA and ĉ vary with the stirring.

In Fig. 6 we show the dissolution curves

obtained, with the blade angle of the paddle-

propeller being 158 (pushing, downward flow), at

different stirring frequencies. As we can see, the

curve obtained at 50 rpm levels off at F :/75%

dissolved, which indicates that some substance

particles are hidden in the small pile that appeared

at the bottom of the vessel in this experiment.

Since the dissolution begins immediately, we set

tlag�/0. Furthermore, we expect about 100%

dissolved at the end of the experiments*/other-

wise the stirring has been too slow. Therefore, only

the dissolution curves where F �/98% at the end

are considered. Finally, QA is set to 0.60, as

determined in the previous section. In Eqs. (8a),

(8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d), there are then

only two parameters to fit: kA and ĉ . The stirring

conditions where it was possible to fit Eqs. (8a),

(8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) to the dissolu-

tion curves are shown as black dots in Fig. 3. The

covariance with the observed rate constant in this

figure is striking. The area covered by the black

dots can thus be identified as the region where the

stirring is sufficient for Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a),

(9b), (9c) and (9d) to be valid. That is, the region

where diffusion through the stagnant layer is the

rate-limiting step of the dissolution. The remaining

area is the region where the stirring is not

sufficiently intense to immediately distribute the

solutes diffusing from the stagnant layer into the
bulk.

In Tables 4 and 5 we show the values we

obtained for kA and ĉ , respectively. The uncer-

tainty, in both parameters, is estimated to approxi-

mately 9/0.01. The computed S.D. for the

difference between the best-fit and the experimen-

tal curve (dY ) was 1.4%-units or less, which

indicates that the equations really can take the
same shape as the dissolution curves.

As we can see in Table 4, kA increases as the

stirring becomes more intense. We interpret this as

a decreasing thickness of the stagnant layer (h ) as

the stirring increases [4,37]*/see Eq. (9c).

The weight�/shape ratio ĉ in Table 5 displays an

opposite trend with the stirring: ĉ decreases

slightly as the stirring increases. If we assume
that qB/qA is independent of stirring the decrease in

ĉ is due solely to a change in the weight ratio (w0B/

w0A). The trend then corresponds to an increase in

w0B/w0A from 100 to 250 as the stirring increases.

If, on the other hand, we assume that w0B/w0A is

independent of stirring the decrease in ĉ is due

solely to a decrease in the shape ratio (qB/qA). The

trend then corresponds to a decrease in qB/qA by
about 25% as the stirring increases. In the dissolu-

tion vessel some of the large particles will be hit (or

sheared) by the paddle blades. We also expect the

number of hits and the transferred energy in each

hit to increase with the stirring frequency. Each hit

may tear of small pieces from the large particles.

This reduces their weight and shape factor (and

increases the fraction small particles (QA) slightly).
If the weight of the large particles decreases then

w0B/w0A decreases with increased stirring, which is

opposite to what we observe. If the shape factor of

the large particles decreases, then qB/qA

decreases*/as observed. Since ĉ is equal to (qB/

qA)(w0B/w0A)�1/3, we expect qB/qA to dominate the

variation in ĉ . The decrease in ĉ with increased

stirring can thus be understood as caused by slight
erosion of the large particles.

The variation seen in kA and ĉ is thus of the type

one might expect*/which indicates that the as-

sumptions underlying Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a),

(9b), (9c) and (9d) are appropriate for the dissolu-

tion of the prednisone calibrator tablets (at intense

stirring).

Fig. 6. Dissolution curves of prednisone calibrator tablets

obtained with 158 blade angle (pushing, downward flow) at

stirring frequencies 50, 65, 80, 95, and 110 rpm. The dissolution

rate increases with the stirring frequency.
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4.7. Temperature dependence of kA

A second test on the assumptions underlying

Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) is the

temperature dependence of the rate constants kA

(and kB). The temperature variation in kA and kB

occur actually in the common coefficient ç */see

Eq. (9c). To investigate the temperature depen-

dence of the dissolution, we repeated the experi-

ments performed with the blade angle at 308 and

the stirring at 65, 80, 95, and 110 rpm, but now at

42.0 and 52.0 8C. Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b),

(9c) and (9d) were fitted to the dissolution curves

as described in the previous section. The fraction

small particles was set to QA�/0.60. At 42.0 and

52.0 8C we obtained the same weight�/shape ratio

(ĉ) as we did at 32.0 8C (cf. Table 5)*/if the

propagated experimental uncertainties were taken

into account. The rate constant kA, on the other

hand, increased with temperature as shown in Fig.

7. On average we found that a temperature

increase of 20 8C, increased kA (that is, the

coefficient ç ) by a factor of 2.0.

In the coefficient ç there are three parameters

that are dependent on the temperature (see Eq.

(9c)): The solubility (CS) and the diffusion coeffi-

Table 4

kA (min�1) derived from a non-linear least squares fit of Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) to the dissolution curves as

described in the text

Stirring (rpm) Blade angle (8)

�/75 �/60 �/45 �/30 �/15 0 15 30 45 60 75

50

65 0.09 0.09 0.09

80 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10

95 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.11

110 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.10

Empty cells indicate that it was not possible to fit the equations to the dissolution curve.

Table 5

ĉ derived from a non-linear least squares fit of Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d) to the dissolution curves as described in the

text

Stirring (rpm) Blade angle (8)

�/75 �/60 �/45 �/30 �/15 0 15 30 45 60 75

50

65 0.21 0.19 0.20

80 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.18

95 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18

110 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18

Empty cells indicate that it was not possible to fit the equations to the dissolution curve.

Fig. 7. Temperature variation in the rate constant kA at 65, 80,

95, and 110 rpm stirring frequency. The blade angle was set to

308 (pushing, downward flow in the centre of the vessel).
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cient (D ), which we expect to increase with
temperature, and the thickness of the stagnant

layer (h). The temperature dependence of the latter

is difficult to estimate. King [37] argued that h

should be essentially independent of the viscosity

of the solution, as long as the density was

constant, which means that it should be essentially

independent of temperature. Anyhow, we can

write the following general ratio for kA at 52.0
and 32.0 8C (using Eqs. (9a) and (9c)).

k52C
A

k32C
A

�
D52C

D32C

C52C
S

C32C
S

h32C

h52C
:

h32C

h52C

C52C
S

C32C
S

h32C

h52C
: (10)

In the latter equality we have approximated the

temperature dependence of the diffusion coeffi-
cient of prednisone, with that of the viscosity of

bulk water (which is the solvent in the stagnant

layer), that is D 8/1/h [33]. According to the

literature [43] (h32C/h52C):/1.4 for water. Unfor-

tunately, we have not been able to find the

temperature dependence of CS (for prednisone in

water) in the literature. However, that of budeso-

nide, which has a similar molecular structure and
solubility, can approximate it. Therefore, we set

(CS
52C/CS

32C):/2 [44]. Since we experimentally have

found that kA
52C/kA

32C�/2, it is necessary that (h32C/

h52C):/1/1.4:/0.7 for Eq. (10) to hold. According

to King we should expect (h32C/h52C):/1 [37]. With

the approximations done and the limitations

underlying the cube root law we find these small

differences satisfactory. The temperature depen-
dence of kA thus indicates that the assumptions

underlying Eqs. (8a), (8b), (8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and

(9d) are appropriate for the dissolution of pre-

dnisone from the USP prednisone calibrator

tablets.

5. Conclusions

The variation in the dissolution curves, of USP
prednisone calibrator tablets, with stirring condi-

tions have shown that the fastest dissolution, and

hence best stirring, is obtained when the blades of

the paddle-propeller is about �/308 (pushing,

downward flow in the centre of the vessel). This

is in contradiction with earlier results [36], showing

that a paddle (blade angle�/08) gave the best

stirring in the vessel.

In addition we have shown that, in the range

with sufficient stirring, the dissolution curves from

the USP prednisone calibrator tablets can be

described by a cube root law including particles

with two sizes: approximately 60 wt.% small

particles and approximately 40 wt.% large parti-

cles. The weight of the latter is about 100�/250

times that of the small ones. Probably there is a

distribution in the size and shape within each of

the fractions of small and large particles, respec-

tively.

It is well known that different lots of prednisone

calibrator tablets possess varying dissolution be-

haviour, which have been addressed in several

collaborative studies [18�/22]. We suggest that this

might be due to varying fractions, or sizes, of the

small and large particles. To obtain a more

reproducible dissolution behaviour of the predni-

sone calibrator tablets, the size distribution and/or

mechanical properties of the substance and gran-

ule particles should be better characterised at

manufacturing.

Appendix A: MATLAB function for Eq. (7)

function Y�/cuberoot(X ,P)

% X�/time vector

% Y�/fraction dissolved vector

A�/P (1); % Amplitude. Usually�/�/100.

K�/P (2); %�/k4/w0
1/3

T�/P (3); % Lag-time. Usually�/�/0.
y�/(1�/(1�/K*(X�/T )).ffl3);

for k�/1:length(X )

if y (k )B/0 % Test if y B/0

y (k )�/0;

end

if y (k )�/1 % Test if y �/1

y (k )�/1;
end

end

Y�/A*y ;
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Appendix B: MATLAB function for Eqs. (8a), (8b),
(8c), (9a), (9b), (9c) and (9d)

function Y�/cuberoot2(X ,P )
% X�/time vector

% Y�/fraction dissolved vector

A�/P (1); % Amplitude. Usually�/�/100.

KA�/P (2); % Rate constant for A-type parti-

cles

T�/P (3); % Lag-time. Usually�/�/0.

QA�/P (4); % Weight fraction A-type particles

C�/P (5); % Weight�/shape quotient of A- to B-
type particles

KB�/C*KA;

QB�/1�/QA;

yA�/(1�/(1�/KA*(X�/T )).ffl3); % Dissolution

of A-type particles

for k�/1:length(X )

if yA(k )B/0

yA(k )�/0;
end

if yA(k )�/1

yA(k )�/1;

end

end

yB�/(1�/(1�/KB*(X�/T )).ffl3); % Dissolution

of B-type particles

for k�/1:length(X )
if yB(k )B/0

yB(k )�/0;

end

if yB(k )�/1

yB(k )�/1;

end

end

y�/QA*yA�/QB*yB;
Y�/A*y ;
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